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For bounded right linear operators, in a right quaternionic Hilbert space with a left
multiplication defined on it, we study the approximate S-point spectrum. In the same
Hilbert space, then we study the Fredholm operators and the Fredholm index. In par-
ticular, we prove the invariance of the Fredholm index under small norm operator and
compact operator perturbations. Finally, in association with the Fredholm operators,
we develop the theory of essential S-spectrum. We also characterize the S-spectrum
in terms of the essential S-spectrum and Fredholm operators. In the sequel, we study
left and right S-spectra as needed for the development of the theory presented in this
note. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5040017

I. INTRODUCTION

In the complex theory, Fredholm operators play an important role in the investigations of various
classes of singular integral equations, in the theory of perturbations of Hermitian operators by Her-
mitian and non-Hermitian operators, and in obtaining a priori estimate in determining properties of
certain differential operators.24,15,8,14,18 The Fredholm alternative theorem is used to derive an adjoint
equation to the linear stability equations in fluid dynamics and useful in scattering of a 1-D particle
on a small potential barrier; see Ref. 15 and the many references therein.

In the complex case, studies of Fredholm theory and perturbation results are of great importance
in the description of the essential spectrum. In several applications, such as the essential spectrum
of the Schrödinger equations, essential spectrum of the perturbed Hamiltonians, in general, essential
spectrum of the differential operators, essential spectrum of the transport operator (transport of the
neutron, photons, molecules in gas, etc.), in particular, the time dependent transport equations arise
in a number of different applications in Biology, Chemistry, and Physics, and information about it is
important.3,14–16,12,24 Furthermore, near the essential spectrum, numerical calculations of eigenvalues
become difficult. Hence they have to be treated analytically.15 There are several distinct definitions of
the essential spectrum. However they all coincide for the self-adjoint operators in Hilbert space.14,3

In this note, we only consider the essential spectrum associated with Fredholm operators in the
quaternionic setting.

In the complex setting, in a Hilbert space H, a bounded linear operator, A, is not invertible if
it is not bounded below (the same is true in the quaternion setting; see Theorem 3.7). The set of
approximate eigenvalues which are λ ∈C such that A − λIH is not bounded below, where IH is the
identity operator on H, equivalently, the set of λ ∈C for which there is a sequence of unit vectors
φ1, φ2, . . . such that lim

n→∞
‖Aφn � λφn‖ = 0. The set of approximate eigenvalues is known as the

approximate spectrum. In the quaternionic setting, let VR
H be a separable right Hilbert space, A be a

bounded right linear operator, and Rq(A)=A2−2Re(q)A+ |q|2IVR
H

, with q ∈H, the set of all quaternions,
be the pseudo-resolvent operator, and the set of right eigenvalues of Rq(A) coincide with the point
S-spectrum (see Proposition 4.5 in Ref. 13). In this regard, it will be appropriate to define and study
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the quaternionic approximate S-point spectrum as the quaternions for which Rq(A) in not bounded
below.

Due to the non-commutativity, in the quaternionic case, there are three types of Hilbert spaces:
left, right, and two-sided, depending on how vectors are multiplied by scalars. This fact can entail
several problems. For example, when a Hilbert space H is one-sided (either left or right), the set of
linear operators acting on it does not have a linear structure. Moreover, in a one sided quaternionic
Hilbert space, given a linear operator A and a quaternion q ∈H, in general, we have that (qA)† , qA†

(see Ref. 20 for details). These restrictions can severely prevent the generalization to the quaternionic
case of results valid in the complex setting. Even though most of the linear spaces are one-sided,
it is possible to introduce a notion of multiplication on both sides by fixing an arbitrary Hilbert
basis of H. This fact allows us to have a linear structure on the set of linear operators, which is
a minimal requirement to develop a full theory. Thus, the framework of this paper, in part, is a
right quaternionic Hilbert space equipped with a left multiplication, introduced by fixing a Hilbert
basis.

As far as we know, the Fredholm operator theory and the essential S-spectrum and the approx-
imate S-point spectrum have not been studied in the quaternionic setting yet. In this regard, in
this note, we investigate the quaternionic S-point spectrum, Fredholm operators, and associated S-
essential spectrum for a bounded right linear operator in a right quaternionic separable Hilbert space.
Since the pseudo-resolvent operator, Rq(A), has real coefficients, the left multiplication defined in
a right quaternionic Hilbert space plays a little role. Even the non-commutativity of quaternions
does not play an essential role. Even though the S-approximate point spectrum, the S-essential
spectrum, and the Fredholm operators are structurally different from its complex counterparts, the
results we obtain and their proofs are somewhat similar to those in the corresponding complex
theory.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the set of quaternions and quaternionic
Hilbert spaces and their bases, as needed for the development of this article, which may not be familiar
to a broad range of audiences. In Sec. III, we define and investigate, as needed, right linear operators
and their properties. We have given proofs for some results which are not available in the literature.
In Sec. III A, we define a basis dependent left multiplication in a right quaternionic Hilbert space. In
Sec. III B, we deal with the right S-spectrum, left S-spectrum, S-spectrum, and its major partitions. In
Sec. IV, we provide a systematic study of compact operators which has not yet been done in the litera-
ture. In Sec. V, we study the approximate S-point spectrum,σS

ap(A), of a bounded right linear operator,
A, in a right quaternionic Hilbert space. In particular, we prove that σS

ap(A) is a non-empty closed sub-
set of H and the S-spectrum is the union of the σS

ap(A) and the continuous S-spectrum. In Sec. VI, we
study the Fredholm operators and its index for a bounded right linear operator. In particular, we prove
the invariance of the Fredholm index under small norm operator and compact operator perturbations.
In this section, since a quaternionic multiple of an operator is not involved, the proofs of these results
are almost verbatim copies of the complex ones. In Sec. VII, we study the essential S-spectrum as
the S-spectrum of the quotient map image of a bounded right linear operator on the quaternionic
version of the Calkin algebra and then characterize the S-essential spectrum in terms of Fredholm
operators. We also establish the so-called Atkinsons theorem, prove the invariance of the essential
S-spectrum under compact perturbations, and give a characterization to the S-spectrum in terms of
Fredholm operators and its index (see Proposition 7.18). Section VIII ends the manuscript with a
conclusion.

II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES

In order to make the paper self-contained, we recall some facts about quaternions which may
not be well known. For details, we refer the reader to Refs. 1, 13, and 23.

A. Quaternions

Let H denote the field of all quaternions and H∗ denote the group (under quaternionic
multiplication) of all invertible quaternions. A general quaternion can be written as
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q= q0 + q1i + q2j + q3k, q0, q1, q2, q3 ∈R,

where i, j, k are the three quaternionic imaginary units, satisfying i2 = j2 = k2 = �1 and ij = k = �ji,
jk = i = �kj, ki = j = �ik. The quaternionic conjugate of q is

q= q0 − iq1 − jq2 − kq3,

while |q| = (qq)1/2 denotes the usual norm of the quaternion q. If q is the non-zero element, it has

inverse q−1 =
q

|q|2
. Finally, the set

S= {I = x1i + x2j + x3k | x1, x2, x3 ∈R, x2
1 + x2

2 + x2
3 = 1}

contains all the elements whose square is �1. It is a 2-dimensional sphere in H identified with R4.

B. Quaternionic Hilbert spaces

In this subsection, we discuss right quaternionic Hilbert spaces. For more details, we refer the
reader to Refs. 1, 13, and 23.

1. Right quaternionic Hilbert space

Let VR
H be a vector space under right multiplication by quaternions. For φ,ψ,ω ∈ VR

H and q ∈H,
the inner product

〈· | ·〉VR
H

: VR
H × VR

H−→H

satisfies the following properties:

(i) 〈φ | ψ〉VR
H
= 〈ψ | φ〉VR

H
,

(ii) ‖φ‖2
VR
H
= 〈φ | φ〉VR

H
> 0 unless φ = 0, a real norm,

(iii) 〈φ | ψ + ω〉VR
H
= 〈φ | ψ〉VR

H
+ 〈φ |ω〉VR

H
,

(iv) 〈φ | ψq〉VR
H
= 〈φ | ψ〉VR

H
q,

(v) 〈φq | ψ〉VR
H
= q〈φ | ψ〉VR

H
,

where q stands for the quaternionic conjugate. It is always assumed that the space VR
H is complete

under the norm given above and separable. Then, together with 〈· | ·〉, this defines a right quaternionic
Hilbert space. Quaternionic Hilbert spaces share many of the standard properties of complex Hilbert
spaces. In this paper, more than one Hilbert space will be involved in the results, but one notices that
every Hilbert space, involved in results, is right quaternionic Hilbert space.

The next two propositions can be established following the proof of their complex counterparts;
see, e.g., Refs. 13 and 23.

Proposition 2.1. Let O= {ϕk | k ∈N } be an orthonormal subset of VR
H, where N is a countable

index set. Then the following conditions are pairwise equivalent:

(a) The closure of the linear combinations of elements in O with coefficients on the right is VR
H.

(b) For every φ,ψ ∈ VR
H, the series

∑
k∈N 〈φ | ϕk〉VR

H
〈ϕk | ψ〉VR

H
converges absolutely and it holds

〈φ | ψ〉VR
H
=

∑
k∈N

〈φ | ϕk〉VR
H
〈ϕk | ψ〉VR

H
.

(c) For every φ ∈ VR
H, it holds

‖φ‖2
VR
H
=

∑
k∈N

| 〈ϕk | φ〉VR
H
|2 .

(d) O⊥ = {0}.
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Definition 2.2. The set O as in Proposition 2.1 is called a Hilbert basis of VR
H.

Proposition 2.3. Every quaternionic Hilbert space VR
H has a Hilbert basis. All the Hilbert bases

of VR
H have the same cardinality.
Furthermore, if O is a Hilbert basis of VR

H, then every φ ∈ VR
H can be uniquely decomposed as

follows:

φ=
∑
k∈N

ϕk〈ϕk | φ〉VR
H

,

where the series
∑

k∈N ϕk〈ϕk | φ〉VR
H

converges absolutely in VR
H.

It should be noted that once a Hilbert basis is fixed, every left (resp. right) quaternionic Hilbert
space also becomes a right (resp. left) quaternionic Hilbert space.13,23

The field of quaternions H itself can be turned into a left quaternionic Hilbert space by defining
the inner product 〈q | q′〉= qq′ or into a right quaternionic Hilbert space with 〈q | q′〉= qq′.

III. RIGHT QUATERNIONIC LINEAR OPERATORS AND SOME BASIC PROPERTIES

In this section, we shall define right H-linear operators and recall some basis properties. Most
of them are very well known. In this manuscript, we follow the notations in Refs. 2 and 13. We shall
also recall some results pertinent to the development of the paper.

Definition 3.1. A mapping A :D(A) ⊆ VR
H−→UR

H, where D(A) stands for the domain of A, is said
to be right H-linear operator or, for simplicity, right linear operator, if

A(φa + ψb)= (Aφ)a + (Aψ)b, if φ, ψ ∈D(A) and a, b ∈H.

The set of all right linear operators from VR
H to UR

H will be denoted byL(VR
H, UR

H), and the identity
linear operator on VR

H will be denoted by IVR
H

. For a given A ∈L(VR
H, UR

H), the range and the kernel
will be

ran(A)= {ψ ∈UR
H | Aφ=ψ for φ ∈D(A)},

ker(A)= {φ ∈D(A) | Aφ= 0}.

We call an operator A ∈L(VR
H, UR

H) bounded if

‖A‖ = sup
‖φ ‖

VR
H
=1
‖Aφ‖UR

H
<∞, (3.1)

or equivalently, there exists K ≥ 0 such that ‖Aφ‖UR
H
≤K ‖φ‖VR

H
for all φ ∈D(A). The set of all bounded

right linear operators from VR
H to UR

H will be denoted by B(VR
H, UR

H). The set of all invertible bounded
right linear operators from VR

H to UR
H will be denoted by G(VR

H, UR
H). We also denote for a set ∆ ⊆H,

∆∗ = {q | q ∈∆}.
Assume that VR

H is a right quaternionic Hilbert space and A is a right linear operator acting on it.
Then, there exists a unique linear operator A† such that

〈ψ | Aφ〉UR
H
= 〈A†ψ | φ〉VR

H
for all φ ∈D(A),ψ ∈D(A†), (3.2)

where the domain D(A†) of A† is defined by

D(A†)= {ψ ∈UR
H | ∃ϕ such that 〈ψ | Aφ〉UR

H
= 〈ϕ | φ〉VR

H
}.

The following theorem gives two important and fundamental results about right H-linear bounded
operators which are already appeared in Ref. 13 for the case of VR

H =UR
H. Point (b) of the following

theorem is known as the open mapping theorem.
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Theorem 3.2. Let A :D(A) ⊆ VR
H−→UR

H be a right H-linear operator. Then

(a) A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H) if and only if A is continuous;
(b) if A ∈B(VR

H, UR
H) is surjective, then A is open. In particular, if A is bijective, then

A−1 ∈B(VR
H, UR

H).

Proof. The proof is the same as the proof in a complex Hilbert space (see, e.g., Ref. 8). ◽

The following proposition provides some useful aspects about the orthogonal complement
subsets.

Proposition 3.3. Let M ⊆ VR
H. Then

(a) M
⊥

is closed;
(b) if M is a closed subspace of VR

H, then VR
H =M ⊕ M⊥;

(c) if dim(M) < ∞, then M is a closed subspace.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the complex case (see, e.g., Ref. 22). ◽

The points (a) and (b) of the following proposition are already appeared in Ref. 13 for the case
VR
H =UR

H.

Proposition 3.4. Let A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H). Then

(a) ran(A)⊥ = ker(A†).
(b) ker(A)= ran(A†)⊥.
(c) ker(A) is a closed subspace of VR

H.

Proof. The proofs are elementary. ◽

Proposition 3.5. Let A :D(A) : VR
H−→UR

H be a right quaternionic linear operator. If A is closed
and satisfies the condition that there exists c > 0 such that

‖Aφ‖UR
H
≥ c‖φ‖VR

H
, for all φ ∈D(A),

then ran(A) is closed.

Proof. The proof can be manipulated from the Proof of Proposition 2.13 in Ref. 19. ◽

Proposition 3.6. If A ∈B(VR
H) and if ‖A‖ < 1, then the right linear operator IVR

H
− A is invertible

and the inverse is given by (IVR
H
− A)−1 =

n∑
k=0

Ak .

Proof. The proof is exactly the same as its complex version; see Theorem 2.17 in Ref. 10 for a
complex proof. ◽

Theorem 3.7 (Bounded inverse theorem). Let A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H), and then the following results are
equivalent:

(a) A has a bounded inverse on its range.
(b) A is bounded below.
(c) A is injective and has a closed range.

Proof. The proof is exactly similar to its complex version. See Theorem 1.2 in Ref. 18 for a
complex proof. ◽
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Proposition 3.8. Let A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H), and then ran(A) is closed in UR
H if and only if ran(A†) is

closed in VR
H.

Proof. The proof is the same as for the complex Hilbert spaces; see Lemma 1.5 in Ref. 18 for a
complex proof. ◽

Proposition 3.9. Let A ∈B(VR
H). Then,

(a) A is invertible if and only if it is injective with a closed range (i.e., ker(A) = {0} and ran(A)
= ran(A));

(b) A is left (right) invertible if and only if A† is right (left) invertible;
(c) A is right invertible if and only if it is surjective (i.e., ran(A)=VR

H).

Proof. The proof is also exactly similar to its complex version. See Lemma 5.8 in Ref. 18 for a
complex proof. ◽

Definition 3.10. Let A ∈B(VR
H). A closed subspace M ⊆ VR

H is said to be invariant under A if
A(M) ⊆ M, where A(M) = {Aφ | φ ∈ M}.

The following results hold in any quaternionic normed linear space.

Definition 3.11. Let XR
H be a quaternionic normed linear space. A subset C is said to be totally

bounded, if for every ε > 0, there exist N ∈N and ϕi ∈ C: i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., N such that

C ⊆
N⋃

i=1

B(ϕi; ε),

where B(ϕi; ε)= {φ ∈ XR
H | ‖φ − ϕi‖XR

H
< ε} for all i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., N.

Proposition 3.12. Let C be a subset in a right quaternionic normed linear space XR
H. Then

(a) C is compact if and only if C is complete and totally bounded;
(b) if dim(XR

H)<∞, C is compact if and only if C is closed and bounded.

Proof. The proof is exactly similar to the complex proof. For a complex proof of (a) and (b), see
Theorem 6.19 in Ref. 21 and Theorems 2.5-3 in Ref. 17, respectively. ◽

A. Left scalar multiplications on UR
H

We shall extract the definition and some properties of left scalar multiples of vectors on UR
H from

Ref. 13, as needed for the development of the manuscript. The left scalar multiple of vectors in a
right quaternionic Hilbert space is an extremely non-canonical operation associated with a choice of
preferred Hilbert basis. From Proposition 2.3, UR

H has a Hilbert basis

O= {ϕk | k ∈N }, (3.3)

where N is a countable index set. The left scalar multiplication on UR
H induced by O is defined as the

map H × UR
H 3 (q, φ) 7−→ qφ ∈UR

H, given by

qφB
∑
k∈N

ϕkq〈ϕk | φ〉, (3.4)

for all (q, φ) ∈H × UR
H.

Proposition 3.13. (Ref. 13) The left product defined in Eq. (3.4) satisfies the following properties.
For every φ,ψ ∈UR

H and p, q ∈H,
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(a) q(φ + ψ)= qφ + qψ and q(φp)= (qφ)p,
(b) ‖qφ‖ = |q|‖φ‖,
(c) q(pφ)= (qp)φ,
(d) 〈qφ | ψ〉= 〈φ | qψ〉,
(e) rφ = φr, for all r ∈R,
(f) qϕk = ϕkq, for all k ∈ N.

Remark 3.14. (1) The meaning of writing pφ is p · φ because the notation from Eq. (3.4) may
be confusing, when UR

H =H. However, regarding the field H itself as a right H-Hilbert space, an
orthonormal basis O should consist only of a singleton, say {ϕ0}, with |ϕ0 | = 1 because we clearly
have θ = ϕ0〈ϕ0 |θ〉, for all θ ∈H. The equality from (f) of Proposition 3.13 can be written as pϕ0 = ϕ0p,
for all p ∈H. In fact, the left-hand side may be confusing and it should be understood as p ·ϕ0 because
the true equality pϕ0 = ϕ0p would imply that ϕ0 = ±1. For the simplicity, we are writing pφ instead
of writing p · φ.

(2) Also one can trivially see that (p + q)φ= pφ + qφ, for all p, q ∈H and φ ∈UR
H.

Furthermore, the quaternionic left scalar multiplication of linear operators is also defined in
Refs. 5 and 13. For any fixed q ∈H and a given right linear operator A : VR

H−→UR
H, the left scalar

multiplication of A is defined as a map qA : VR
H−→UR

H by the setting

(qA)φB q(Aφ)=
∑
k∈N

ϕkq〈ϕk | Aφ〉, (3.5)

for all φ ∈ VR
H
)
. It is straightforward that qA is a right linear operator. If qφ ∈ VR

H, for all φ ∈ VR
H, one can

define the right scalar multiplication of the right linear operator A : VR
H−→UR

H as a map Aq : VR
H−→UR

H
by the setting

(Aq)φBA(qφ), (3.6)

for all φ ∈ D(A). It is also a right linear operator. One can easily obtain that, if qφ ∈ VR
H, for all φ ∈ VR

H,
and VR

H is dense in UR
H, then

(qA)† =A†q and (Aq)† = qA†. (3.7)

B. S-spectrum

For a given right linear operator A :D(A) ⊆ VR
H−→VR

H and q ∈H, we define the operator Rq(A) :
D(A2)−→H by

Rq(A)=A2 − 2Re(q)A + |q|2IVR
H

,

where q= q0 + iq1 + jq2 + kq3 is a quaternion, Re(q)= q0, and |q|2 = q2
0 + q2

1 + q2
2 + q2

3. In the literature,
the operator is called pseudo-resolvent since it is not the resolvent operator of A but it is the one
related to the notion of spectrum as we shall see in the next definition. For more information, on the
notion of S-spectrum, the reader may consult, e.g., Refs. 4, 5, 7, and 13.

Definition 3.15. Let A :D(A) ⊆ VR
H−→VR

H be a right linear operator. The S-resolvent set (also
called spherical resolvent set) of A is the set ρS(A) (⊂H) such that the three following conditions
hold true:

(a) ker(Rq(A))= {0}.
(b) ran(Rq(A)) is dense in VR

H.
(c) Rq(A)−1 : ran(Rq(A))−→D(A2) is bounded.

The S-spectrum (also called spherical spectrum) σS(A) of A is defined by setting σS(A)BHr ρS(A).
For a bounded linear operator A, we can write the resolvent set as
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ρS(A)= {q ∈H | Rq(A) ∈ G(VR
H)}

= {q ∈H | Rq(A) has an inverse in B(VR
H)}

= {q ∈H | ker(Rq(A))= {0} and ran(Rq(A))=VR
H},

and the spectrum can be written as

σS(A)=H \ ρS(A)

= {q ∈H | Rq(A) has no inverse in B(VR
H)}

= {q ∈H | ker(Rq(A)), {0} or ran(Rq(A)),VR
H}.

The right S-spectrum σS
r (A) and the left S-spectrum σS

l (A) are defined, respectively, as

σS
r (A)= {q ∈H | Rq(A) in not right invertible in B(VR

H) },

σS
l (A)= {q ∈H | Rq(A) in not left invertible in B(VR

H) }.

The spectrum σS(A) decomposes into three major disjoint subsets as follows:

(i) The spherical point spectrum of A:

σpS(A)B {q ∈H | ker(Rq(A)), {0}}.

(ii) The spherical residual spectrum of A:

σrS(A)B {q ∈H | ker(Rq(A))= {0}, ran(Rq(A)),VR
H }.

(iii) The spherical continuous spectrum of A:

σcS(A)B {q ∈H | ker(Rq(A))= {0}, ran(Rq(A))=VR
H, Rq(A)−1 <B(VR

H) }.

If Aφ= φq for some q ∈H and φ ∈ VR
H r {0}, then φ is called an eigenvector of A with the right

eigenvalue q. The set of right eigenvalues coincides with the point S-spectrum; see Ref. 13,
Proposition 4.5.

Proposition 3.16 (Refs. 6 and 13). For A ∈B(VR
H), the resolvent set ρS(A) is a non-empty open

set and the spectrum σS(A) is a non-empty compact set.

Remark 3.17. For A ∈B(VR
H), since σS(A) is a non-empty compact set so is its boundary. That

is, ∂σS(A) = ∂ρS(A) , ∅.

Proposition 3.18. Let A ∈B(VR
H),

σS
l (A)= {q ∈H | ran(Rq(A)) is closed or ker(Rq(A)), {0}}, (3.8)

σS
r (A)= {q ∈H | ran(Rq(A)) is closed or ker(Rq(A†)), {0}}. (3.9)

Proof. Let A ∈B(VR
H) and q ∈H. Set S =Rq(A) ∈B(VR

H). By Proposition 3.9, S is not left invertible
if and only if ran(S) is not closed or ker(S) , {0}. Thus we have Eq. (3.8). Again by Proposition
3.9, A is not right invertible if and only if ran(S),VR

H. ran(S),VR
H if and only if ran(S), ran(S)

or ran(S),VR
H. That is, ran(S),VR

H if and only if ran(S), ran(S) or ker(S†)⊥ ,VR
H. Hence we have

Eq. (3.9). ◽

IV. QUATERNIONIC COMPACT OPERATORS

A systematic study of quaternionic compact operators has not appeared in the literature. In this
regard, in this section, as needed for our purpose, we provide certain significant results about compact
right linear operators on VR

H.
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Definition 4.1. Let VR
H and UR

H be right quaternionic Hilbert spaces. A bounded operator K :

VR
H−→UR

H is compact if K maps bounded sets into precompact sets. That is, K(U) is compact in UR
H,

where U = {φ ∈ VR
H | ‖φ‖VR

H
≤ 1}. Equivalently, for all bounded sequences {φn}

∞
n=1 in VR

H, the sequence

{Kφn}
∞
n=0 has a convergence subsequence in UR

H.11

We denote the set of all compact operators from VR
H to UR

H by B0(VR
H, UR

H) and the compact
operators from VR

H will be denoted by B0(VR
H).

Proposition 4.2. The following statements are true:

(a) If (q, A) ∈H×B0(VR
H, UR

H), then qA, Aq ∈B0(VR
H, UR

H) which are defined by Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6),
respectively.

(b) B0(VR
H, UR

H) is a vector space under left-scalar multiplication.
(c) If {An} ⊆B(VR

H, UR
H) and A ∈B0(VR

H, UR
H) such that ‖An � A‖ → 0, then A ∈B0(VR

H, UR
H).

(d) If A ∈B(UR
H), B ∈B(UR

H), and K ∈B0(VR
H, UR

H), then AK and KB are compact operators.

Proof. Let {φn} ⊆ VR
H be a bounded sequence. Then {Aφn} has a convergent subsequence. Thus

{qAφn} also has a convergent subsequence, and so qA is a compact operator. Now {qφn} ⊆ VR
H is also

a bounded sequence. Thus {(Aq)φn} has a convergent subsequence, as A is compact. Therefore point
(a) follows. And point (b) is straightforward.

Now suppose that {An} ⊆B0(VR
H, UR

H) and A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H) such that ‖An � A‖ → 0 and let ε > 0.

Then by Proposition 3.12, it is enough to show that A(U) is totally bounded, as A(U) is a complete
set, where U = {φ ∈ VR

H | ‖φ‖VR
H
≤ 1}. Let ε > 0, and then there exists N ∈N such that ‖A � An‖

< ε/6, for all n > N. Since An is compact, there is φj ∈ U: j = 1, 2, 3, . . ., m such that

An(U) ⊆ An(U) ⊆
m⋃

i=1

B(Anφj; ε/6),

where B(Anφj; ε/6)= {Anφ | ‖Anφ−Anφj ‖UR
H
< ε/6}, for all j = 1, 2, 3, . . ., m and n ∈N. Letψ ∈ A(U).

Then there exists a sequence {φ(` )} ⊆ U such that Aφ(` ) → ψ as ` → ∞. So for each (n, `) ∈N2,
there is φj ∈ U such that ‖Anφj − Anφ

(`)‖UR
H
< ε/6 as Anφ

(` ) ∈ An(U), for all (n, `) ∈N2. Therefore,

for each (n, `) ∈N2 with n > N,

‖Aφj − Aφ(`)‖UR
H
≤ ‖Aφj − Anφj ‖UR

H
+ ‖Anφj − Anφ

(`)‖UR
H

+ ‖Anφ
(`) − Aφ(`)‖UR

H

< 2‖A − An‖ + ε/6

< ε/2.

Now taking limit ` → ∞ on both sides of the inequality ‖Aφj − Aφ(`)‖UR
H
< ε/2 gives ‖Aφj − ψ‖UR

H
≤ ε/2 < ε as the norm ‖·‖ is a continuous map. Thus

A(U) ⊆
m⋃

i=1

B(Aφj; ε).

This concludes the result of (c).
Now suppose that A ∈B(UR

H), B ∈B(VR
H), and K ∈B0(VR

H, UR
H). Then for any bounded sequence

{φn} ⊆ VR
H, {Kφn} ⊆UR

H has a convergent subsequence {Kφnk }, as K is compact. Thus {AKφnk } is a
convergent subsequence of {AKφn} because A is continuous. That is, AK is compact. In a similar
fashion, we can obtain that KB is compact. Hence the results hold. ◽

Definition 4.3. An operator A : VR
H−→UR

H is said to be of finite rank if ran(A) ⊆UR
H is finite

dimensional.
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Lemma 4.4. The following statements are equivalent:

(a) The operator A : VR
H−→UR

H is a finite rank operator.
(b) For each φ ∈ VR

H, there exists (vi, ui) ∈ VR
H × UR

H : i= 1, 2, 3, . . . , n such that

〈ui | uj〉UR
H
= δij and Aφ=

n∑
i=1

ui〈vi | φ〉VR
H

, (4.1)

where δij is the Kronecker delta.

Proof. Suppose that (a) holds. Then dim(ran(A)) < ∞, and so there exists an orthonormal basis
ei: i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n for ran(A). Thus for each φ ∈ VR

H,

Aφ=
n∑

i=1

ei〈ei | Aφ〉UR
H
=

n∑
i=1

ei〈A
†ei | φ〉VR

H
.

Point (b) follows as taking ui = ei and v i = A†ei. On the other hand, suppose (b) holds. Then it
immediately follows that ran(A)= right span over H{ui | i= 1, 2, 3, . . . , n} as ui ∈ ran(A), for all
i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n. Assume that

∃ qi ∈H : i= 1, 2, 3, . . . , n such that
n∑

i=1

uiqi = 0.

Since
∑n

i=1(A†ui)qi = 0 and there exists φi ∈ VR
H such that ui = Aφi, for all i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n, we have

for each j = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n,

qj =

n∑
i=1

qi〈ui | Aφj〉UR
H
=

n∑
i=1

〈(A†ui)qi | φj〉VR
H
= 0.

That is, the set {ui | i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n} is linearly independent. Thus {ui | i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n} is an
orthonormal basis for ran(A), and the point (a) holds. Hence the lemma follows. ◽

Lemma 4.5. In Lemma 4.4, the set {ui | i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n} of vectors can be chosen to be an
orthonormal basis for ran(A), and the adjoint of A can be written as

A†ψ =
n∑

i=1

vi〈ui | ψ〉UR
H

, (4.2)

for all ψ ∈UR
H. Furthermore, A†ui = v i for all i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n and the set {v i | i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n} of

vectors can be chosen to be a basis for ran(A†).

Proof. In Lemma 4.4, one can trivially observe that the set {ui | i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n} of vectors can
be chosen to be an orthonormal basis for ran(A). Now let (φ,ψ) ∈ VR

H × UR
H, and from Eq. (4.1), we

have

〈ψ | Aφ〉UR
H
=

n∑
i=1

〈ψ | ui〉UR
H
〈vi | φ〉VR

H
.

This implies that 〈A†ψ | φ〉VR
H
= 〈

∑n
i=1 vi〈ψ | ui〉UR

H
| φ〉VR

H
, and so Eq. (4.2) holds. From Eq. (4.2) ,

it immediately follows that A†ui = v i for all i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n, as 〈ui | uj〉UR
H
= δij. This guaran-

tees that for each i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n, v i ∈ ran(A†), and it suffices, together with (4.2), to say that
ran(A†)= right span over H{vi | i= 1, 2, 3, . . . , n}. Now assume that

∃ pi ∈H : i= 1, 2, 3, . . . , n such that
n∑

i=1

vipi = 0.

Then
∑n

i=1(A†ui)pi = 0 and
∑n

i=1 uipi ∈ ker(A†)= ran(A)⊥ by (a) of Proposition 3.4. Thus
∑n

i=1 uipi = 0
as ui ∈ ran(A), for all i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n. Since {ui | i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n} forms a (orthonormal) basis,
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we have for each i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n, pi = 0. That is, {v i | i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., n} is a linear independent set
in ran(A†). This completes the proof. ◽

Theorem 4.6. Let A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H) be a finite rank operator. Then

(a) A is compact;
(b) A† ∈B(UR

H, VR
H) is a finite rank operator and dim(ran(A)) = dim(ran(A†)).

Proof. Since the operator A : VR
H−→UR

H is a finite rank, we have dim(A(U)) < dim(ran(A)) <∞,
where U = {φ ∈ VR

H | ‖φ‖VR
H
≤ 1}. Hence by Proposition 3.3, A(U) is closed. Now for each φ ∈ U,

‖Aφ‖UR
H
≤ ‖A‖‖φ‖VR

H
≤ ‖A‖.

That is, A(U) is a closed and bounded set. Hence by Proposition 3.12, A(U)=A(U) is compact, and
so A is a compact operator. This concludes the point (a). From Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, the point (b)
immediately follows. ◽

Definition 4.7. Let M ⊂ VR
H be a closed subspace, and then codim(M)= dim(VR

H/M).

Definition 4.8. Let A : VR
H−→UR

H be a bounded operator, and then coker(A)BUR
H/ran(A) and

dim(coker(A))= dim(UR
H) − dim(ran(A)).

Theorem 4.9. If A ∈B(UR
H, VR

H), then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) A is compact.
(b) There exist finite rank operators An : VR

H−→UR
H such that ‖A � An‖ → 0 as n→∞.

(c) A† is compact.

Proof. Suppose that point (a) holds. Then A(U) is a compact set, where U = {φ ∈ VR
H | ‖φ‖VR

H
≤ 1}.

So A(U) is separable, and there exists an orthonormal basis {ei |i = 1, 2, 3, . . .} for A(U). Now, for
any n ∈N, define An : VR

H−→UR
H by

Anφ=

n∑
i=1

ei〈A
†ei | φ〉VR

H
, for all φ ∈ VR

H.

Then by Lemma 4.4, An is a finite rank operator, for all n ∈N. Furthermore, for every φ ∈ U, we have

‖Aφ − Anφ‖
2
UR
H
= ‖

∑
i>n

ei〈A
†ei | φ〉VR

H
‖2

UR
H
= ‖

∑
i>n

ei〈ei | Aφ〉UR
H
‖2

UR
H
=

∑
i>n

| 〈ei | Aφ〉UR
H
|2 .

Thus ‖Aφ − Anφ‖UR
H
−→0 as n→∞, for all φ ∈ U, since for each φ ∈ U,

∑
i>n

| 〈ei | Aφ〉UR
H
|2=

������

∞∑
i=1

| 〈ei | Aφ〉UR
H
|2 −

n∑
i=1

| 〈ei | Aφ〉UR
H
|2
������
−→0

as n→∞. Therefore,

‖A − An‖ = sup
‖φ ‖

VR
H
=1
‖Aφ − Anφ‖UR

H
−→0

as n→∞. Hence point (b) holds.
Suppose that point (b) holds. Then ‖A† − A†n‖ = ‖A− An‖−→0 as n→∞. Thus point (c) follows

from Theorem 4.6 and (c) of Proposition 4.2.
The implication (c)⇒ (a) can be obtained, by applying the implications (a)⇒ (b) and (b)⇒ (c)

for A† and using the fact that A†† = A. Hence the theorem follows. ◽
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Proposition 4.10. If A ∈B(VR
H) is compact, then dim(ker(qIVR

H
− A))<∞, for all q ∈H r {0}.

Proof. Let q ∈H r {0}. Assume that dim(ker(qIVR
H
− A))=∞. Then there exists a sequence

{φn} ⊆ ker(qIVR
H
− A) such that

‖φn‖VR
H
= 1 and ‖φn − φm‖VR

H
>

1
2

, for any m, n ∈N with m, n,

as ker(qIVR
H
− A) is separable. Now for each n ∈N, Aφn = qφn implies

‖Aφn‖VR
H
=| q | and ‖Aφn − Aφm‖VR

H
>
| q |

2
, for any m, n ∈N with m, n.

This suffices to say that A is not compact. This concludes the result. ◽

V. APPROXIMATE S-POINT SPECTRUM

Following the complex case, we define the approximate spherical point spectrum of A ∈B(VR
H)

as follows:

Definition 5.1. Let A ∈B(VR
H). The approximate S-point spectrum of A, denoted by σS

ap(A), is
defined as

σS
ap(A)= {q ∈H | there is a sequence {φn}

∞
n=1 such that ‖φn‖ = 1 and ‖Rq(A)φn‖−→0}.

Proposition 5.2. Let A ∈B(VR
H), and then σpS(A) ⊆ σS

ap(A).

Proof. Let q ∈σpS(A), and then ker(Rq(A)), {0}. That is, {φ ∈D(A2) | Rq(A)φ= 0} , {0}. There-
fore, there exist φ ∈D(A2) and φ , 0 such that Rq(A)φ= 0. Set φn = φ/‖φ‖ for all n = 1, 2, . . .. Then
‖φn‖ = 1 for all n and ‖Rq(A)φn‖−→0 as n→∞. Thus q ∈σS

ap(A). ◽

Proposition 5.3. If A ∈B(VR
H) and q ∈H, then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) q <σS
ap(A).

(b) ker(Rq(A))= {0} and ran(Rq(A)) is closed.
(c) There exists a constant c ∈R, c > 0 such that ‖Rq(A)φ‖ ≥ c‖φ‖ for all φ ∈D(A2).

Proof. (a) ⇒ (c): Suppose (c) fails to hold. Then for every n, there exist non-zero vectors φn

such that

‖Rq(A)φn‖ ≤
‖φn‖

n
.

For each n, letψn =
φn

‖φn‖
, and then ‖ψn‖ = 1 and ‖Rq(A)ψn‖ <

1
n
−→0 as n→∞. Therefore q ∈σS

ap(A).

(c)⇒ (b): Suppose that there is a constant c > 0 such that ‖Rq(A)φ‖ ≥ c‖φ‖ for all φ ∈D(A2).
Therefore, Rq(A)φ, 0 for all φ , 0 and Rq(A)0= 0. Therefore ker(Rq(A))= {0}. Let φ ∈ ran(Rq(A)),
where the bar stands for the closure. Then there exists a sequence {φn} ⊆ ran(Rq(A)) such that φn →

φ as n → ∞. From (c), we have a constant c > 0 such that ‖φn − φm‖ ≤
1
c
‖Rq(A)φn − Rq(A)φm‖.

Therefore {φn} is a Cauchy sequence as {Rq(A)φn} is a Cauchy sequence. Let ψ = limn→∞φn, and
then Rq(A)ψ = lim

n→∞
Rq(A)φn as Rq is continuous. Therefore Rq(A)ψ = φ, and hence φ ∈ ran(Rq(A)),

from which we get ran(Rq(A)) ⊆ ran(Rq(A)). Hence ran(Rq(A)) is closed.
(b) ⇒ (a): Suppose that ker(Rq(A))= {0} and ran(Rq(A)) is closed. Since A ∈B(VR

H), Rq(A)
is bounded and Rq(A) :D(A2)−→ran(Rq(A)) is a bijection. Therefore, by Theorem 3.2, there is
a bounded linear operator B : ran(Rq(A))−→D(A2) such that BRq(A)φ= φ for all φ ∈D(A2). Thus,
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‖φ‖ = ‖BRq(A)φ‖ ≤ ‖B‖‖Rq(A)φ‖ for all φ ∈D(A2). Therefore, if there is a sequence {φn} ⊆D(A2)

with ‖φn‖ = 1, then 1 ≤ ‖B‖‖Rq(A)φn‖. That is,
1
‖B‖
≤ ‖Rq(A)φn‖. Hence, there is no sequence

{φn} ⊆D(A2) with ‖φn‖ = 1 such that ‖Rq(A)φn‖−→0 as n→∞. Therefore q <σS
ap(A). ◽

Theorem 5.4. Let A ∈B(VR
H), and then σS

ap(A) is a non-empty closed subset of H and ∂σS(A) ⊆
σS

ap(A), where ∂σS(A) is the boundary of σS(A).

Proof. Let q ∈ ∂σS(A). Since ρS(A) , ∅ and σS(A) is closed,

∂σS(A)= ∂ρS(A)= ρS(A) ∩ σS(A).

Therefore, there exists a sequence {qn} ⊆ ρS(A) such that qn−→q as n→∞. Since,

Rqn
(A) − Rq(A)= (‖qn‖ − ‖q‖)IVR

H
− 2(Re(qn) − Re(q))A, for all n,

we have Rqn
(A)−→Rq(A) in B(VR

H) as ‖qn‖−→‖q‖ and Re(qn)−→Re(q).

Claim. sup
n
‖Rqn

(A)−1‖ =∞. Since σS(A) is closed, qn ∈ ρS(A), q ∈ ∂σS(A), and q < ρS(A), we

have Rqn
(A)−→Rq(A) in B(VR

H) and Rq(A) ∈B(VR
H) \ G(VR

H).
Case-I: q ∈σS

ap(A). Assume sup
n
‖Rqn

(A)−1‖ <∞. Since q ∈σS
ap(A), ker(Rq(A)), {0}. Therefore.

there exits φ ∈D(A2) with φ , 0 such that Rq(A)φ= 0. Thus,

0, ‖φ‖ = ‖Rqn
(A)−1Rqn

(A)φ‖

≤ sup
n
‖Rqn

(A)−1‖ lim sup
n
‖Rqn

(A)φ‖

≤ sup
n
‖Rqn

(A)−1‖‖Rq(A)φ‖ = 0,

which is a contradiction. Therefore sup
n
‖Rqn

(A)−1‖ =∞.

Case-II: q <σS
ap(A). Then ker(Rq(A))= {0}. Thus Rq(A)−1 : ran(Rq(A))−→VR

H exists. For each n,
we have

Rqn
(A)−1 − Rq(A)−1 =Rqn

(A)−1[Rq(A) − Rqn
(A)]Rq(A)−1.

Assume sup
n
‖Rqn

(A)−1‖ <∞. Then, since Rqn
(A)−→Rq(A) in B(VR

H), Rqn
(A)−1−→Rq(A)−1 and

Rq(A)−1 ∈B(VR
H), that is, Rq(A) ∈ G(VR

H), which is a contradiction to q ∈σS(A). Therefore,
sup

n
‖Rqn

(A)−1‖ =∞. The claim is proved. Since ‖Rqn
(A)−1‖ = sup

‖ψ ‖=1
‖Rqn

(A)−1ψ‖, we can take vectors

φn ∈ VR
H with ‖φn‖ = 1 such that, for each n,

‖Rqn
(A)−1‖ −

1
n
≤ ‖Rqn

(A)−1φn‖ ≤ ‖Rqn
(A)−1‖.

From which, we have sup
n
‖Rqn

(A)−1φn‖ =∞, and hence, inf
n
‖Rqn

(A)−1φn‖
−1
= 0. Therefore, there are

subsequences of {φn} and {qn}, call them {φk} and {qk } such that

‖Rqk
(A)−1φk ‖

−1
−→0, as k−→∞. (5.1)

Set ψk =
Rqk

(A)−1φk

‖Rqk
(A)−1φk ‖

, and then {ψk} is a sequence of unit vectors in VR
H with

‖Rqk
(A)ψk ‖ =

‖Rqk
(A)Rqk

(A)−1φk ‖

‖Rqk
(A)−1φk ‖

= ‖Rqk
(A)−1φk ‖

−1
.
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Now, from (5.1) and as qk−→q, we have

‖Rq(A)ψk ‖ = ‖(A
2 − 2Re(q)A + |q|2IVR

H
)ψk ‖

= ‖(A2 − 2Re(qk)A + |qk |
2IVR

H
+ 2Re(qk)A − |qk |

2IVR
H
− 2Re(q)A + |q|2IVR

H
)ψk ‖

= ‖(Rqk
(A) − (|qk |

2 − |q|2)IVR
H

+ 2(Re(qk) − Re(q))A)ψk ‖

≤ ‖(Rqk
(A)ψk ‖ + | |qk |

2 − |q|2 | + 2|Re(qk) − Re(q)| ‖A‖

= ‖Rqk
(A)−1φk ‖

−1
+ | |qk |

2 − |q|2 | + 2|Re(qk) − Re(q)| ‖A‖−→0 as k−→∞.

That is, ‖Rq(A)ψk ‖−→0 as k → ∞. Hence q ∈σS
ap(A) and therefore ∂σS(A) ⊆ σS

ap(A). Furthermore,
from Remark 3.17, ∂σS(A) , ∅. Thus σS

ap(A), ∅.
Finally, take an arbitrary q ∈H\σS

ap(A) such that Rq(A) is bounded below. Then, for all φ ∈D(A2)
and p ∈H, there exists α > 0 (α ∈R) such that

α‖φ‖ ≤ ‖Rq(A)φ‖

≤ ‖Rp(A)φ‖ + ‖(|p|2 − |q|2)φ‖ + 2‖(Re(p) − Re(q))Aφ‖,

which implies

(α − | |p|2 − |q|2 | − 2|(Re(p) − Re(q))|‖A‖ )‖φ‖ ≤ ‖Rp(A)φ‖.

Hence Rp(A) is bounded below for each p ∈H that satisfies

α > | |p|2 − |q|2 | + 2|(Re(p) − Re(q))|‖A‖.

From this, we can say that p ∈H \ σS
ap(A) for every p which is sufficiently close to q. Hence, there is

an open ball Bα(q) centered at q with radius α such that Bα(q) ⊆H \ σS
ap(A). Therefore H \ σS

ap(A)
is open and σS

ap(A) is closed. ◽

Theorem 5.5. Let A ∈B(VR
H) and q ∈H, and then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) q <σS
ap(A).

(b) q <σS
l (A).

(c) q <σS
r (A†).

(d) ran(Rq(A†))=VR
H.

Proof. For B ∈B(VR
H), we have BRq(A)= IVR

H
if and only if Rq(A†)B† = IVR

H
. Therefore (b) and

(c) are equivalent.
(a) ⇒ (b): Suppose q <σS

ap(A). Then by Proposition 5.3, ker(Rq(A))= {0}. Hence Rq(A) is
invertible, and therefore Rq(A) is left invertible. Thus q <σS

l (A).
(c)⇒ (d): Since q <σS

r (A†), Rq(A†) is right invertible. Therefore, there is an operator C ∈B(VR
H)

such that Rq(A†)C = IVR
H

. Hence, VR
H =Rq(A†)C(VR

H) ⊆ ran(Rq(A†)). Therefore VR
H = ran(Rq(A†)).

(d) ⇒ (a): Suppose ran(Rq(A†))=VR
H. Define T : ker(Rq(A†))⊥−→VR

H by Tφ=Rq(A†)φ. Then
ker(T ) = {0}, that is, T is bijective and hence invertible. Let

C : VR
H−→VR

H by Cφ=T−1φ.

Then CVR
H = ker(Rq(A†))⊥ and Rq(A†)C = IVR

H
. Hence, C†Rq(A)= IVR

H
and, for φ ∈ VR

H,

‖φ‖ = ‖C†Rq(A)φ‖ ≤ ‖C†‖ ‖Rq(A)φ‖,

and from this, we get inf {‖Rq(A)φ‖ | ‖φ‖ = 1} ≥ ‖C†‖
−1

. Therefore, there is no sequence {φn} ⊆ VR
H

with ‖φn‖ = 1 and ‖Rq(A)φn‖−→0. Hence q <σS
ap(A). ◽
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Corollary 5.6. If A ∈B(VR
H), then ∂σS(A) ⊆ σS

l (A) ∩ σS
r (A)=σS

ap(A) ∩ σS
ap(A†)∗.

Proof. From Theorem 5.5, we have q <σS
ap(A)⇔ q <σS

l (A), and hence σS
ap(A)=σS

l (A). Also
q <σS

ap(A†)⇔ q <σS
r (A)⇔ q <σS

r (A)∗, and therefore σS
ap(A†)∗ =σS

r (A). Let q ∈ ∂σS(A), and then
by Theorem 5.4 q ∈σS

ap(A)=σS
l (A). If q <σS

ap(A†), then by Theorem 5.5 ran(Rq(A†))=VR
H and

by Proposition 5.3 ker(Rq(A†))= {0}. Thus Rq(A†) is invertible. Therefore Rq(A) is invertible as
A ∈B(VR

H), and hence q <σS(A), which is a contradiction. Therefore, q ∈σS
ap(A†), which implies

q ∈σS
ap(A†)∗ =σS

r (A). Thus q ∈σS
l (A) ∩ σS

r (A). ◽

Following the complex formalism in the following, we define the S-compression spectrum for
an operator A ∈B(VR

H).

Definition 5.7. The spherical compression spectrum of an operator A ∈B(VR
H), denoted byσS

c (A),
is defined as

σS
c (A)= {q ∈H | ran(Rq(A)) is not dense in VR

H }.

Proposition 5.8. Let A ∈B(VR
H) and q ∈H. Then,

(a) q ∈σS
c (A) if and only if q ∈σpS(A);

(b) σS
c (A) ⊆ σS

r (A);
(c) σS(A)=σS

ap(A) ∪ σS
c (A).

Proof. (a) q ∈σS
c (A)⇔ ran(Rq(A))= ker(Rq(A†))⊥ is not dense in VR

H⇔ ker(Rq(A†)), {0}
⇔ q ∈σpS(A†).

(b) Let q ∈σS
c (A), and then ran(Rq(A)) is not dense in VR

H. If q <σS
r (A), then by Theorem 5.5

q <σS
ap(A†), and thus, again by Theorem 5.5, ran(Rq(A))=VR

H, which is contradiction. Therefore
q ∈σS

r (A) and hence σS
c (A) ⊆ σS

r (A).
(c) Let q ∈σS(A), and then Rq(A) is not invertible in B(VR

H). That is, ker(Rq(A)), {0} or
ran(Rq(A)),VR

H. Therefore, by Proposition 5.3, q ∈σS
ap(A). Hence σS(A) ⊆ σS

ap(A) ∪ σS
c (A).

Let q ∈σS
ap(A) ∪ σS

c (A). If q ∈σS
ap(A), then by Proposition 5.3 ker(Rq(A)), {0} or ran(Rq(A)) is

not closed. Hence, ker(Rq(A)), {0} or ran(Rq(A)),VR
H. Thus q ∈σS(A). If q ∈σS

c (A), then ran(Rq(A))
is not dense in VR

H. Therefore ran(Rq(A)),VR
H and hence q ∈σS(A). In summary, σS

ap(A) ∪ σS
c (A)

⊆ σS(A). Hence (c) holds. ◽

VI. FREDHOLM OPERATORS IN THE QUATERNIONIC SETTING

In the complex setting, the Fredholm operators are studied in Banach spaces and Hilbert spaces
for bounded and even unbounded linear operators. In this section, we shall study the theory for
quaternionic bounded linear operators in separable Hilbert spaces. In this regard, let VR

H and UR
H be

two separable right quaternionic Hilbert spaces.

Definition 6.1. A Fredholm operator is an operator A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H) such that ker(A) and
coker(A)=UR

H/ran(A) are finite dimensional. The dimension of the cokernel is called the codimension,
and it is denoted by codim(A).

Proposition 6.2. If A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H) is a Fredholm operator, then ran(A) is closed.

Proof. Restrict A to ker(A)⊥, that is, A|ker(A)⊥ : ker(A)⊥−→UR
H. Then we can assume that ker(A)

= {0}. Since A is Fredholm, assume that codim(A)= dim(UR
H/ran(A))<∞. Therefore, there exists a

finite dimensional subspace V ⊆UR
H such that UR

H = ran(A) ⊕ V . Since V is finite dimensional, V is
closed. Hence UR

H =V ⊕ V⊥. Let P : UR
H−→V⊥ be the orthogonal projection onto V⊥. Hence P is a

bounded bijection. Let G B PA: ker(A)⊥ −→ V⊥, which is a composition of two bounded operators,
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and so G is a bounded bijection as A and P are bounded bijections and thereby continuous. Therefore
by the open mapping theorem, G�1: V⊥ −→ ker(A)⊥ is bounded.

Letψ ∈ ran(A). Then, there exists a sequence {φn} ⊂ VR
H such that limnA(φn) =ψ. Thus lim

n
PA(φn)

= P(ψ) exists in V⊥. That is, lim
n

G(φn) = P(ψ) exists in V⊥. Hence, φB lim
n
φn = G�1P(ψ) = A�1(ψ)

exists in VR
H. Therefore, ψ = A(φ) ∈ ran(A). Hence ran(A) is closed. ◽

Definition 6.3. Let A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H) be a Fredholm operator. Then the index of A is the integer,
ind(A) = dim(ker(A)) � dim(coker(A)).

Remark 6.4. Since ran(A) is closed, we have UR
H = ran(A)⊕ran(A)⊥ = ran(A)⊕ker(A†). Therefore,

coker(A)=UR
H/ran(A) � ker(A†). Thus,

ind(A)= dim(ker(A)) − dim(ker(A†)).

Theorem 6.5. Let A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H) be bijective, and let K ∈B0(VR
H, UR

H) be compact. Then A + K
is a Fredholm operator.

Proof. Since A is bijective, A�1 exists. Since the kernel of a bounded right linear operator is closed,
ker(A + K) is a Hilbert space. Thus, for φ ∈ ker(A + K), we have Aφ = �Kφ. Let {φn}

∞
n=1 ⊆ ker(A + K)

be a bounded sequence. Since K is a compact operator, {Kφn}
∞
n=1 has a convergence subsequence,

{Kφnk }
∞
k=1. Since, for all k, φnk ∈ ker(A + K), we have

{Kφnk }
∞
k=1 = {−Aφnk }

∞
k=1.

Therefore, lim
k→∞

Aφnk =ψ exists. Hence, as A�1 is continuous, we get lim
k−→∞

φnk =A−1ψ. That is, any

bounded sequence in ker(A + K) has a convergence subsequence. Since an infinite dimensional Hilbert
space has an infinite orthonormal sequence with no convergence subsequence, dim(ker(A + K))
< ∞.

Since A is invertible and K is compact, A† is invertible and K† is compact. Therefore, by the
above argument, dim(ker(A† + K†)) < ∞. Thus, since UR

H = ran(A + K) ⊕ ker(A† + K†), to show that
codim(A + K) < ∞, it is enough to show that ran(A + K) is closed. Split VR

H as VR
H =H ⊕ ker(A + K),

where H is a subspace of VR
H such that H⊥ ker(A + K), and consider the restriction of A + K to H.

Claim. For φ ∈H, the inequality

‖φ‖VR
H
≤ c‖(A + K)φ‖UR

H

holds for some c > 0.
If for all c > 0 there exists φ ∈H such that ‖φ‖VR

H
> c‖(A + K)φ‖UR

H
, then there exist sequences

{cn}
∞
n=1 ⊆ (0,∞) and {φn}

∞
n=1 ⊆H with ‖φn‖VR

H
= 1 for all n such that cn→∞ as n→∞. Furthermore,

for all n,

1= ‖φn‖VR
H
> cn | |(A + K)φn‖UR

H
.

Thus ‖(A + K)φn‖UR
H
<

1
cn
−→0 as n → ∞. Since K is compact and, for each n, ‖φn‖VR

H
= 1, there

exists a convergent subsequence {Kφnk }
∞
k=1 of {Kφn}

∞
n=1. Assume Kφnk−→ψ ∈UR

H as k →∞. Then,
Aφnk−→ − ψ ∈UR

H as k → ∞. Hence φnk =A−1Aφnk−→η =−A−1ψ as k → ∞, where η ∈H and
‖η‖VR

H
= 1 as ‖φnk ‖VR

H
= 1 for all k. But (A + K)η = lim

k−→∞
(Aφnk + Kφnk )= lim

k−→∞
0= 0. Therefore η ∈

ker(A + K), which is a contradiction to H⊥ ker(A + K). Hence the claim holds. Thus, by Proposition
3.5, ran(A + K) is closed. Hence codim(A + K) < ∞ and A + K is Fredholm. ◽

Proposition 6.6. If A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H) is Fredholm, then A† ∈B(UR
H, VR

H) is Fredholm.
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Proof. Since A is Fredholm, dim(ker(A))<∞ and dim(UR
H/ran(A))<∞. Then by Proposition 6.2,

ran(A) is closed. Therefore, UR
H = ran(A) ⊕ ran(A)⊥ = ran(A) ⊕ ker(A†). Thus, UR

H/ran(A) � ker(A†).
Hence dim(ker(A†)) < ∞. Also, since by Proposition 3.4, ker(A) is closed, we have coker(A†)=
VR
H/ran(A†)=VR

H/ker(A)⊥ � ker(A). Thus dim(coker(A†)) = dim(ker(A)) < ∞. Hence A† is
Fredholm. ◽

Remark 6.7. From Propositions 6.2 and 6.6, ran(A†) is closed. Therefore,

ind(A†)= dim(ker(A†)) − dim(ker((A†)†))= dim(ker(A†)) − dim(ker(A))=−ind(A).

Theorem 6.8. A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H) is Fredholm if and only if there exist S1, S2 ∈B(UR
H, VR

H) and
compact operators K1 and K2, on VR

H and UR
H, respectively, such that

S1A= IVR
H

+ K1 and AS2 = IUR
H

+ K2.

Proof. (⇒) Suppose A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H) is a Fredholm operator. Then A defines a bijective operator

Â :H1 = (ker(A))⊥−→H2 = ran(A)= (ker(A†))⊥.

Then Â−1 :H2−→H1 exists and is bounded. Consider the orthogonal projection operator Pr : UR
H−→H2

and the inclusion operator i :H1−→VR
H. Let S2 = iÂ−1Pr : UR

H−→VR
H, and then S2 ∈B(UR

H, VR
H) and

AS2 =AiÂ−1Pr = IUR
H
− Pa, where Pa is the orthogonal projection operator Pa : UR

H−→ker(A†). Let

K2 = �Pa. Since ker(A†) is finite dimensional, K2 is a finite rank operator, so it is compact. That is,
AS2 = IUR

H
+ K2.

From Proposition 6.6, A† is Fredholm. Therefore, from the above argument, there exist
S3 ∈B(VR

H, UR
H) and a compact operator on VR

H such that A†S3 = IVR
H

+ K3. Hence, S†3A= IVR
H

+ K†3 . Set

S1 = S†3 and K1 =K†3 , then S1 ∈B(UR
H, VR

H), K1 is compact on VR
H, and S1A= IVR

H
+ K1.

(⇐) Suppose that there are operators S1, S2 ∈B(UR
H, VR

H) and compact operators K1 on VR
H and

K2 on UR
H such that S1A= IVR

H
+ K1 and AS2 =UR

H + K2. We have the obvious inclusions,

ker(A) ⊆ ker(S1A)= ker(IVR
H

+ K1), (6.1)

ran(A) ⊇ ran(AS2)= ran(IUR
H

+ K2). (6.2)

By Theorem 6.5, IVR
H

+K1 and IUR
H

+K2 are Fredholm operators. Therefore from Eq. (6.1), dim(ker(A))
≤ dim(IVR

H
+ K1)<∞, and by Eq. (6.2), codim(A) ≤ codim(IUR

H
+ K2)<∞. Hence A is a Fredholm

operator. ◽

Remark 6.9. Let A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H), and then

(a) A is said to be left semi-Fredholm if there exist B ∈B(UR
H, VR

H) and a compact operator K1 on
VR
H such that BA= IVR

H
+ K1, and the set of all left semi-Fredholm operators are denoted by

Fl(VR
H, UR

H);8

(b) A is said to be right semi-Fredholm if there exist B ∈B(UR
H, VR

H) and a compact operator K2 on
UR
H such that AB= IUR

H
+ K2, and the set of all right semi-Fredholm operators are denoted by

Fr(VR
H, UR

H);8

(c) by Theorem 6.8, the set of all Fredholm operators F(VR
H, UR

H)=Fl(VR
H, UR

H) ∩ Fr(VR
H, UR

H);
(d) from Theorem 6.8, it is also clear that every invertible right linear operator is Fredholm;
(e) let SF(VR

H)=Fl(VR
H) ∪ Fr(VR

H), and from Theorems 6.8 and 4.9, we have
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A ∈Fl(V
R
H)⇔A† ∈Fr(VR

H),

A ∈ SF(VR
H)⇔A† ∈ SF(VR

H),

A ∈F(VR
H)⇔A† ∈F(VR

H).

Proposition 6.10. A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H) is Fredholm if and only if there exists S ∈B(UR
H, VR

H) such that
AS − IUR

H
and SA − IVR

H
are both finite rank operators.

Proof. (⇒) Suppose A is a Fredholm operator, then ran(A) is closed and A: ker(A)⊥ −→ ran(F)
is a bijection between Hilbert spaces. Let Â be the inverse of this bijection. By the open mapping
theorem, Â ∈B(UR

H, VR
H). Let P : UR

H−→ran(A) be the orthogonal projection onto ran(A). Set S = ÂP
and then

SA − IVR
H
= ÂPA − IVR

H
= ÂA − IVR

H
=−Pk ,

where Pk is the orthogonal projection onto ker(A), hence a finite rank operator. Also

AS − IUR
H
=AÂP − IUR

H
=−(IUR

H
− P),

which is also a finite rank operator [because ran(A)⊥ = ker(A†) is finite dimensional as A† is Fredholm].
Therefore, SA − IVR

H
and AS − IUR

H
are finite rank operators and hence compact.

(⇐) Now suppose that SA−IVR
H
=F1 and AS−IUR

H
=F2 with F1 and F2 being finite rank operators

on VR
H and UR

H, respectively. By Proposition 4.6, F1 and F2 are compact operators. Therefore by
Theorem 6.8, A is a Fredholm operator. ◽

Definition 6.11. Let V0, . . ., Vn be right quaternionic vector spaces, and let Aj: V j −→ V j+1,
0 ≤ j ≤ n �1, be right linear operators. Then the sequence

V0
A0
−−→V1

A1
−−→V2

A2
−−→ · · ·

An−2
−−−→Vn−1

An−1
−−−→Vn

is called exact if ran(Aj) = ker(Aj+1) for j = 0, 1, . . ., n � 2.

Lemma 6.12. Let V j be a finite dimensional right quaternionic vector space for each j = 0, 1,
. . ., n. If

{0} =V0
A0
−−→V1

A1
−−→V2

A2
−−→ · · ·

An−2
−−−→Vn−1

An−1
−−−→Vn = {0}

be an exact sequence with dim(V j) < ∞ for all j = 0, 1, . . ., n, then

n−1∑
j=0

(−1)j dim(Vj)= 0.

Proof. For each j, decompose V j as V j = ker(Aj) ⊕ Y j, where Y j is an orthogonal complement of
ker(Aj). The exactness of the sequence implies that Aj: Y j −→ ker(Aj+1) = ran(Aj) is an isomorphism.
Therefore, dim(Y j) = dim(ker(Aj+1)) for each j = 0, 1, . . ., n � 1. Hence dim(V j) = dim(ker(Aj)) +
dim(ker(Aj+1)). Furthermore, dim(ker(A0)) = 0 and dim(Vn�1) = dim(ker(An�1)). Hence the result
follows. ◽

Theorem 6.13. Let VR
H, UR

H and WR
H be right quaternionic Hilbert spaces. If A1 ∈B(VR

H, UR
H) and

A2 ∈B(UR
H, WR

H) are two Fredholm operators, then A2A1 ∈B(VR
H, WR

H) is also a Fredholm operator,
and it satisfies ind(A2A1) = ind(A1) + ind(A2).

Proof. Suppose that A1 and A2 be Fredholm operators. Clearly, ker(A1) ⊆ ker(A2A1) and A1:
ker(A2A1)→ ker(A2). Therefore, there is an isomorphism

S : ker(A2A1)/ker(A1)−→B ⊆ ker(A2),
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where B is a subspace of ker(A2). Hence, dim(ker(A2A1)/ker(A1)) ≤ dim(ker(A2)) < ∞, and thus

dim(ker(A2A1)) ≤ dim(ker(A1)) + dim(ker(A2))<∞.

Since ran(A2A1) ⊆ ran(A2) ⊆WR
H, we have(

WR
H/ran(A2A1)

)
/(ran(A2)/ran(A2A1))=WR

H/ran(A2).

Hence,

dim(coker(A2A1))= dim(ran(A2)/ran(A2A1)) + dim(coker(A2)). (6.3)

Furthermore, A2 : UR
H/ran(A1)−→ran(A2)/ran(A2A1) is surjective, and therefore

dim(ran(A2)/ran(A2A1)) ≤ dim(coker(A1))<∞. (6.4)

From Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4), we have

dim(coker(A2A1)) ≤ dim(coker(A1)) + dim(coker(A2))<∞.

Thus A2A1 is a Fredholm operator.
Let i : ker(A1)−→ker(A2A1) be the inclusion map, Q : ker(A2)−→UR

H/ran(A1) be the quotient map,
and E : WR

H/ran(A2A1)−→WR
H/ran(A2) map equivalence classes modulo ran(A2A1) to equivalence

classes modulo ran(A2). Consider the sequence

{0}
O1
−−→ ker(A1)

i
−→ ker(A2A1)

A1
−−→ ker(A2)

Q
−→UR

H/ran(A1)→
A2
−−→WR

H/ran(A2A1)
E
−→WR

H/ran(A2)
O2
−−→ {0}.

Since ran(O1)= ker(i)= {0}, ran(i)= ker(A1), ran(A1) = ker(Q), ran(Q) = ker(A2), and ran(A2) = ker(E),
the above sequence is exact. Therefore, by Lemma 6.12, we have

0= dim({0}) − dim(ker(A1)) + dim(ker(A2A1)) − dim(ker(A2))

+ dim
(
UR
H/ran(A1)

)
− dim

(
WR

H/ran(A2A1)
)

+ dim
(
WR

H/ran(A2)
)

= [dim(ker(A2A1)) − dim
(
WR

H/ran(A2A1)
)
] − [dim(ker(A1)) − dim

(
UR
H/ran(A1)

)
]

−[dim(ker(A2)) − dim
(
WR

H/ran(A2)
)
]

= ind(A2A1) − ind(A1) − ind(A2).

Hence the result follows. ◽

Corollary 6.14. Let A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H) and B ∈B(UR
H, VR

H) such that AB = F and BA = G are
Fredholm operators. Then A and B are Fredholm operators and ind(AB) = ind(A) + ind(B).

Proof. Since ran(F) ⊆ ran(A) and ker(A) ⊆ ker(G), we have dim(ker(A)) < ∞ and
dim(UR

H/ran(A)) ≤ dim(UR
H/ran(F))<∞. Hence A is Fredholm. Similarly B is also Fredholm. The

index equality follows from Theorem 6.13. ◽

Lemma 6.15. Let F ∈B(VR
H) be a finite rank operator, and then ind(IVR

H
+ F)= 0.

Proof. Suppose that F ∈B(VR
H) be a finite rank operator. Then, dim(ran(F)) <∞. Also by Theo-

rem 4.6, ker(F)⊥ = ran(F†) is also a finite dimensional subspace. Define L B ran(F) + ker(F)⊥ with
dim(L) < ∞, and hence L is closed. Thus VR

H =L ⊕ L⊥. Furthermore,

(IVR
H

+ F)L ⊆ L + FL ⊆ L,

(IVR
H

+ F)|L⊥ = IL⊥ .
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Hence L and L⊥ are invariant under IVR
H

+ F, and therefore,

ind(IVR
H

+ F)= ind((IVR
H

+ F)|L) + ind((IVR
H

+ F)|L⊥ ).

Since ker((IVR
H

+ F)|L⊥ )= {0} and L⊥/ran((IVR
H

+ F)|L⊥ ) � {0}, ind((IVR
H

+ F)|L⊥ )= 0. Further-
more, since dim(L) < ∞, dim(L)= dim(ker((IVR

H
+ F)|L)) + dim(ran((IVR

H
+ F)|L)), and therefore

codim((IVR
H

+ F)|L)
)
= dim(ker((IVR

H
+ F)|L)). Hence, ind(IVR

H
+ F)|L

)
= 0, which concludes the

proof. ◽

Theorem 6.16. Let A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H) be a Fredholm operator, and then for any compact operator
K ∈B(VR

H, UR
H), A + K is a Fredholm operator and ind(A + K) = ind(A).

Proof. Let A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H) be a Fredholm operator, and then by Theorem 6.8, there exist S1, S2 ∈

B(UR
H, VR

H) and compact operators K1, K2 on VR
H, UR

H, respectively, such that S1A= IVR
H

+ K1 and
AS2 = IUR

H
+ K2. Hence we have

S1(A + K)= S1A + S1K = IVR
H

+ K1 + S1K = IVR
H

+ K ′1,

(A + K)S2 =AS2 + KS2 = IUR
H

+ K2 + KS2 = IUR
H

+ K ′2,

where, by Proposition 4.2, K ′1 =K1 + S1K and K ′2 =K2 + KS2 are compact operators. Therefore by
Theorem 6.8, A + K is a Fredholm operator.

Now by Proposition 6.10, there exist S ∈B(UR
H, VR

H) and finite rank operators F1 and F2,
respectively, on VR

H and UR
H such that

SA= IVR
H

+ F1 and AS = IUR
H

+ F2.

Hence by Proposition 4.6 and Theorem 6.5, SA and AS are Fredholm operators. Thus by Corollary
6.14, S is a Fredholm operator. Hence by Lemma 6.15 and Theorem 6.13,

0= ind(SA)= ind(S) + ind(A). (6.5)

Since S and A + K are Fredholm operators, by Theorem 6.13, S(A + K) is a Fredholm operator.
Therefore by Theorem 6.10, there exists a finite rank operator F3 on VR

H such that S(A+K)= IVR
H

+F3.
Thus by Lemma 6.15 and Theorem 6.13, we have

0= ind(S(A + K))= ind(S) + ind(A + K). (6.6)

From Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6), we have ind(A + K) = ind(A). ◽

Corollary 6.17. Let K ∈B(VR
H) be compact, and then IVR

H
+ K is Fredholm and ind(I + K) = 0.

Proof. Let K ∈B0(VR
H). Clearly IVR

H
is Fredholm and ind(IVR

H
)= 0. Therefore, by Theorem 6.16,

IVR
H

+ K is Fredholm and ind(IVR
H

+ K)= ind(IVR
H

)= 0. ◽

Corollary 6.18. Every invertible operator A ∈B(VR
H) is Fredholm and ind(A) = 0.

Proof. Let A ∈B(VR
H) is invertible. Then AA−1 =A−1A= IVR

H
is Fredholm. Therefore, by Corollary

6.14, A and A�1 are Fredholm operators. Since A is invertible, so is A†. Therefore, ker(A) = ker(A†)
= {0}. Hence ind(A) = 0. ◽

Corollary 6.19. Let n be a non-negative integer. If A ∈F(VR
H), and then An ∈F(VR

H) and ind(An)
= n ind(A).
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Proof. The result is trivial for n = 0, 1. n = 2 follows from Theorem 6.13, and by induction, we
have the result. ◽

Theorem 6.20. Let A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H) be a Fredholm operator. Then there exists a constant c > 0
such that for every operator S ∈B(VR

H, UR
H) with ‖S‖ < c, A + S is a Fredholm operator and

ind(A + S) = ind(A).

Proof. Let A ∈B(VR
H, UR

H) be a Fredholm operator, and then by Proposition 6.6, A† ∈B(UR
H, VR

H)
is Fredholm. Therefore, ker(A) and ker(A†) are finite dimensional subspaces of VR

H and UR
H, respec-

tively. Let R1, R2 ∈B(UR
H, VR

H) be operators such that R1A= IVR
H
− Pk and AR2 = IUR

H
− Pk† , where

Pk : VR
H−→ker(A) and Pk† : UR

H−→ker(A†) be orthogonal projections. Furthermore, Pk and Pk† are
finite rank operators and hence compact. Now R1(A + S)=R1A + R1S = IVR

H
+ R1S − Pk . For ‖S‖ <

min{‖R1‖
�1, ‖R2‖

�1}, we have ‖R1S‖ < 1. Therefore by Proposition 3.6, IVR
H

+ R1S is invertible, and

by the open mapping theorem, (IVR
H

+ R1S)−1 ∈B(VR
H). Now

(IVR
H

+ R1S)−1R1(A + S)= IVR
H
− (IVR

H
+ R1S)−1Pk = IVR

H
+ K1,

where, by Proposition 4.2, K1 =−(IVR
H

+ R1S)−1Pk is a compact operator on VR
H. Furthermore, (A +

S)R2 =AR2 + SR2 = IUR
H

+ SR2 −Pk† . Again ‖SR2‖ < 1, and therefore by the same argument as above

IUR
H

+ SR2 is invertible and (IUR
H

+ SR2)−1 ∈B(UR
H). Hence,

(A + S)R2(IUR
H

+ SR2)−1 = IUR
H
− (IUR

H
+ SR2)−1Pk† = IUR

H
+ K2,

where K2 =−(IUR
H

+ SR2)−1Pk† is a compact operator on UR
H. That is, we have operators S1 = (IVR

H
+

R1S)−1R1, S2 =R2(IUR
H

+ SR2)−1 ∈B(UR
H, VR

H) and compact operators K1 and K2 on VR
H and UR

H,
respectively, such that

S1(A + S)= IVR
H

+ K1 and (A + S)S2 = IUR
H

+ K2.

Therefore, by Theorem 6.8, A + S is a Fredholm operator. The identity, ind(A + S) = ind(A), follows
similar to the Proof in Theorem 6.16. ◽

Theorem 6.21. An operator A ∈B(VR
H) is left semi-Fredholm if and only if ran(A) is closed and

ker(A) is finite dimensional. Hence

Fl(V
R
H)= {A ∈B(VR

H) | ran(A) is closed and dim(ker(A))<∞}, (6.7)

Fr(VR
H)= {A ∈B(VR

H) | ran(A) is closed and dim(ker(A†))<∞}. (6.8)

Proof. (⇒) Suppose that A ∈B(VR
H) is left semi-Fredholm. Then there exist S ∈B(VR

H) and a
compact operator K in VR

H such that SA= IVR
H

+ K . We have ker(A) ⊆ ker(SA)= ker(IVR
H

+ K) and
ran(SA)= ran(IVR

H
+ K). By Theorem 6.5, IVR

H
+ K is Fredholm and hence dim(ker(IVR

H
+ K))<∞

which implies dim(ker(A)) <∞. By Proposition 6.2, ran(IVR
H

+K) is closed. That is, dim(ker(A)) <∞,
dim(A(ker(SA))) < ∞, and ran(SA) is closed. Consider the operator

(SA)|ker(SA)⊥ : ker(SA)⊥−→VR
H.

Since this operator is injective with a closed range, by Theorem 3.7, it is bounded below. Hence, there
exists c > 0 such that

c‖φ‖VR
H
≤ ‖SAφ‖VR

H
≤ ‖S‖‖Aφ‖VR

H
for all φ ∈ ker(SA)⊥.
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Hence,
A|ker(SA)⊥ : ker(SA)⊥−→VR

H

is bounded below; therefore by Theorem 3.7, A|ker(SA)⊥ has a closed range. Since VR
H = ker(SA) ⊕

ker(SA)⊥, we have

ran(A)=A(VR
H)=A(ker(SA) ⊕ ker(SA)⊥)=A(ker(SA)) ⊕ A(ker(SA)⊥) ),

which is closed because the direct sum of a closed subspace and a finite dimensional space is closed.
(⇐) Suppose that dim(ker(A)) < ∞ and ran(A) is closed. Hence, A|ker(A)⊥ : ker(A)⊥−→VR

H is
injective and has a closed range, ran(A|ker(A)⊥ )= ran(A). Therefore by Theorem 3.7, it has a bounded
inverse. Let Pr : VR

H−→ran(A) be the orthogonal projection onto ran(A). Define T ∈B(VR
H) by T =

(A|ker(A)⊥ )−1Pr . If φ ∈ ker(A), then TAφ = 0. If ψ ∈ ker(A)⊥, then

TAψ = (A|ker(A)⊥ )−1Pr(A|ker(A)⊥ )ψ = (A|ker(A)⊥ )−1(A|ker(A)⊥ )ψ =ψ.

Therefore, for every η = φ + ψ ∈ VR
H = ker(A) ⊕ ker(A)⊥,

TAη =TAφ + TAψ =TAψ =ψ =Pnψ,

where Pn : VR
H−→ker(A)⊥ is the orthogonal projection onto ker(A)⊥. Thus,

TA=Pn = IVR
H
− (IVR

H
− Pn)= IVR

H
+ K ,

where K =−(IVR
H
− Pn) is a finite rank operator as it is an orthogonal projection onto the finite

dimensional subspace ker(A). That is, TA= IVR
H

+ K and K is compact, and hence A is left semi-
Fredholm. Therefore,

Fl(V
R
H)= {A ∈B(VR

H) | ran(A) is closed and dim(ker(A))<∞}. (6.9)

Now by Remark 6.9, A† ∈Fl(VR
H)⇔A ∈Fr(VR

H), and by Proposition 3.8, ran(A) is closed if and only
if ran(A†) is closed. Hence, from Eq. (6.9), we have

Fr(VR
H)= {A ∈B(VR

H) | ran(A) is closed and dim(ker(A†))<∞}.

◽

Remark 6.22. Let A ∈B(VR
H).

(a) The so-called Weyl operators are Fredholm operators on VR
H with null index. That is, the set of

all Weyl operators,
W(VR

H)= {A ∈F(VR
H) | ind(A)= 0}.

(b) Since, by Remark 6.9 (e), A ∈F(VR
H)⇔A† ∈F(VR

H) and ind(A) = �ind(A†), A ∈W(VR
H)⇔A† ∈

W(VR
H).

(c) By Proposition 6.5 and Lemma 6.15, if F is a finite rank operator, then IVR
H

+ F ∈W(VR
H).

(d) By Theorem 6.13, A, B ∈W(VR
H)⇒AB ∈W(VR

H).
(e) By Theorem 6.16, A ∈W(VR

H), K ∈B0(VR
H)⇒A + K ∈W(VR

H).
(f) By Corollary 6.18, A ∈B(VR

H) is invertible, and then A ∈W(VR
H)

(g) Suppose dim(VR
H)<∞, then dim(VR

H)= dim(ker(A))+dim(ran(A)). Also VR
H = ran(A)+ran(A)⊥.

Hence dim(VR
H)= dim(ran(A)) + dim(ran(A)⊥). Thus,

ind(A)= dim(ker(A)) − dim(ker(A†))

= dim(ker(A)) − dim(ran(A)⊥)

= dim(ker(A)) + dim(ran(A)) − dim(VR
H)= 0.

Therefore, in the finite dimensional space, every operator in B(VR
H) is a Fredholm operator with

index zero. In this case, W(VR
H)=B(VR

H).
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Remark 6.23. In the complex case, the Fredholm theory can also be extended to unbounded
operators using the graph norm. For such a complex treatment, we refer the reader to, for example,
Ref. 14. Following the complex theory, we may be able to extend the quaternionic Fredholm theory
to quaternionic unbounded operators.

VII. ESSENTIAL S-SPECTRUM

In this section, we define and study the essential S-spectrum in VR
H in terms of the Fredholm

operators. In particular, we give an interesting characterization to the S-spectrum in terms of the
Fredholm operators and the Fredholm index (see Proposition 7.18).

Theorem 7.1 (Ref. 13). Let VR
H be a right quaternionic Hilbert space equipped with a left scalar

multiplication. Then the set B(VR
H) equipped with the point-wise sum, with the left and right scalar

multiplications defined in Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6), with the composition as product, with the adjunction
A −→ A†, as in (3.2), as ∗�involution, and with the norm defined in (3.1) is a quaternionic two-sided
Banach C∗-algebra with unity IVR

H
.

Remark 7.2. In the above theorem, if the left scalar multiplication is left out on VR
H, then B(VR

H)
becomes a real Banach C∗-algebra with unity IVR

H
.

Theorem 7.3. The set of all compact operators, B0(VR
H) is a closed biideal of B(VR

H) and is
closed under adjunction.

Proof. Theorem 7.1 gives together with Proposition 4.2 that B0(VR
H) is a closed biideal of B(VR

H).
Theorem 4.9 is enough to conclude that B0(VR

H) is closed under adjunction. Hence the theorem
holds. ◽

In the quotient space B(VR
H)/B0(VR

H), the coset of A ∈B(VR
H) is

[A]= {S ∈B(VR
H) | S =A + K for some K ∈B0(VR

H)} =A + B0(VR
H).

In the quotient space, define the product

[A][B]= [AB].

Since B0(VR
H) is a closed subspace of B(VR

H), with the above product, B(VR
H)/B0(VR

H) is a unital
Banach algebra with unit [IVR

H
]. We call this algebra the quaternionic Calkin algebra. Define the

natural quotient map

π :B(VR
H)−→B(VR

H)/B0(VR
H) by π(A)= [A]=A + B0(VR

H).

Note that [0]=B0(VR
H) and hence

ker(π)= {A ∈B(VR
H) | π(A)= [0]} =B0(VR

H).

Since B0(VR
H) is an ideal of B(VR

H), for A, B ∈B(VR
H), we have

(a) π(A + B)= (A + B) + B0(VR
H)= (A + B0(VR

H)) + (B + B0(VR
H))= π(A) + π(B).

(b) π(AB)=AB + B0(VR
H)= (A + B0(VR

H))(B + B0(VR
H))= π(A)π(B).

(c) π(IVR
H

)= [IVR
H

].

Hence π is a unital homomorphism. The norm on B(VR
H)/B0(VR

H) is given by

‖[A]‖ = inf
K ∈B0(VR

H)
‖A + K ‖ ≤ ‖A‖.

Therefore π is a contraction.

Theorem 7.4. Let A ∈B(VR
H). The following are pairwise equivalent:
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(a) A ∈Fl(VR
H).

(b) There exist S ∈B(VR
H) and K ∈B0(VR

H) such that SA= IVR
H

+ K.

(c) There exist S ∈B(VR
H) and K1, K2, K3 ∈B0(VR

H) such that (S + K1)(A + K2)= IVR
H

+ K3.

(d) π(S)π(A)= π(IVR
H

), the identity in B(VR
H)/B0(VR

H), for some π(S) ∈B(VR
H)/B0(VR

H).

(e) π(A) is left invertible in B(VR
H)/B0(VR

H).

Proof. By the definition of left semi-Fredholm operators, (a) and (b) are equivalent.
(b)⇒ (c): Suppose (b) holds. Since (S + K1)(A + K2)= SA + SK2 + K1A + K1K2 = IVR

H
+ K + SK2 +

K1A + K1K2 = IVR
H

+ K3, by Proposition 4.2, K3 = K + SK2 + K1A + K1K2 is compact.
(c) ⇒ (d): Suppose (c) holds. Then there exist S1 ∈ [S] = π(S), A1 ∈ [A] = π(A), and J ∈ [IVR

H
]

= π(IVR
H

) such that S1A1 = J. Hence π(S)π(A)= [S][A]= [SA]= [J]= [IVR
H

]= π(IVR
H

). Therefore (d) is
established.

(d) ⇒ (b): Suppose (d) holds. B ∈ π(S)π(A) = π(SA) if and only if B = SA + K1 for some
K1 ∈Bo(VR

H). Also B ∈ π(IVR
H

)= [IVR
H

] if and only if B= IVR
H

+ K2 for some K2 ∈Bo(VR
H). Therefore,

SA= IVR
H

+ K2 − K1 = IVR
H

+ K , where K =K2 − K1 ∈B0(VR
H). Thus A ∈Fl(VR

H).
(a) and (e) are equivalent by the definition of left invertibility. ◽

Corollary 7.5. Let A ∈B(VR
H). A ∈Fl(VR

H) (or A ∈Fr(VR
H)) if and only if π(A) is left (or right)

invertible in the Calkin algebra B(VR
H)/B0(VR

H).

Proof. It is straightforward from Theorem 7.4 for Fl(VR
H). Also a similar version of Theorem

7.4 holds for Fr(VR
H). ◽

Definition 7.6. The essential S-spectrum (or the Calkin S-spectrum) σS
e (A) of A ∈B(VR

H) is the
S-spectrum of π(A) in the unital Banach algebra B(VR

H)/B0(VR
H). That is,

σS
e (A)=σS(π(A)).

Similarly, the left essential S-spectrum σS
el(A) and the right essential S-spectrum σS

er(A) are the left
S-spectrum and right S-spectrum of π(A), respectively. That is,

σS
el(A)=σS

l (π(A)) and σS
er(A)=σS

r (π(A))

in B(VR
H)/B0(VR

H).
Clearly, by definition, σS

e (A)=σS
el(A) ∪ σS

er(A) and σS
e (A) is a compact subset of H.

Proposition 7.7. Let A ∈B(VR
H), and then

σS
el(A)= {q ∈H | Rq(A) ∈B(VR

H) \ Fl(V
R
H)}, (7.1)

σS
er(A)= {q ∈H | Rq(A) ∈B(VR

H) \ Fr(VR
H)}. (7.2)

Proof. Let A ∈B(VR
H). Then by Corollary 7.5, Rq(A) <Fl(VR

H) if and only if π(Rq(A)) is not left
invertible in B(VR

H)/B0(VR
H), which means, by the definition of left S-spectrum, q ∈σS

l (π(A)). That
is, q ∈σS

el(A) if and only if Rq(A) <Fl(VR
H). Hence we have Eq. (7.1). A similar argument proves

Eq. (7.2). ◽

Corollary 7.8 (Atkinson theorem). Let A ∈B(VR
H), and then

σS
e (A)= {q ∈H | Rq(A) ∈B(VR

H) \ F(VR
H)}. (7.3)

Proof. Let A ∈B(VR
H). Since σS

e (A)=σS
el(A) ∪ σS

er(A) and F(VR
H)=Fl(VR

H) ∩ Fr(VR
H), it is

straightforward from Proposition 7.7. ◽
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Corollary 7.9 (Atkinson theorem). Let A ∈B(VR
H). A is Fredholm if and only if π(A) is invertible

in the Calkin algebra B(VR
H)/B0(VR

H).

Proof. A ∈B(VR
H) is Fredholm if and only if A is left and right semi-Fredholm. Furthermore, π(A)

is invertible in B(VR
H)/B0(VR

H) if and only if π(A) is both left and right invertible in B(VR
H)/B0(VR

H).
Therefore, from Corollary 7.5, we have the desired result. ◽

Proposition 7.10. Let A ∈B(VR
H), and then σS

el(A) and σS
er(A) are closed subsets of H.

Proof. In the unital algebra B(VR
H), by Theorems 5.4 and 5.5, σS

l (A)=σS
ap(A) and σS

r (A)=

σS
ap(A†) are closed subsets ofH. By the same argument, in the Calkin algebra B(VR

H)/B0(VR
H),σS

el(A)=
σS

l (π(A)) and σS
er(A)=σS

r (π(A)) are closed subsets of H. ◽

Proposition 7.11. Let A ∈B(VR
H), and then

σS
el(A)= {q ∈H | ran(Rq(A)) is not closed or dim(ker(Rq(A)))=∞}, (7.4)

σS
er(A)= {q ∈H | ran(Rq(A)) is not closed or dim(ker(Rq(A†)))=∞}. (7.5)

Proof. Let A ∈B(VR
H). By Proposition 7.7, q ∈σS

el(A) if and only if Rq(A) is not left semi-
Fredholm. By Theorem 6.21, Rq(A) is not left semi-Fredholm if and only if ran(Rq(A)) is not closed
or dim(ker(Rq(A)))=∞. Hence we have Eq. (7.4). In the same way, Eq. (7.5) can be obtained. ◽

Corollary 7.12. Let A ∈B(VR
H), and then

σS
el(A)=σS

er(A†), σS
er(A)=σS

el(A
†), and hence σS

e (A)=σS
e (A†).

Proof. Since Rq(A)=Rq(A), by Proposition 3.8, ran(Rq(A)) is closed if and only if ran(Rq(A†))
is closed, and σS

e (A)=σS
er(A) ∪ σS

el(A), Proposition 7.11 concludes the results. ◽

Remark 7.13. If dim(VR
H)<∞, then all operators in B(VR

H) are finite rank operators and hence
compact. Therefore, the Calkin algebra B(VR

H)/B0(VR
H) is null. Hence, in this case, σS

e (A)= ∅.

Proposition 7.14. For A ∈B(VR
H), σS

e (A), ∅ if and only if dim(VR
H)=∞.

Proof. (⇐) Suppose dim(VR
H)=∞. B(VR

H)/B0(VR
H) is a unital Banach algebra. By Proposition

3.16, the S-spectrum on a unital Banach algebra is not empty. Therefore σS
e (A)=σS(π(A)), ∅.

(⇒) By Remark 7.13, dim(VR
H)<∞ implies σS

e (A)= ∅. That is, σS
e (A), ∅ implies

dim(VR
H)=∞. ◽

Proposition 7.15. For every A ∈B(VR
H) and K ∈B0(VR

H), we haveσS
e (A+K)=σS

e (A). In the same
way, σS

el(A + K)=σS
el(A) and σS

er(A + K)=σS
er(A).

Proof. For every A ∈B(VR
H) and K ∈B0(VR

H), we have π(A + K) = π(A) in B(VR
H)/B0(VR

H).
Therefore by the definition, we get

σS
e (A + K)=σS(π(A + K))=σS(π(A))=σS

e (A).

The other two equalities follow in the same way. ◽
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Proposition 7.16. Let A ∈B(VR
H). Then,

σS
el(A) ⊆ σS

l (A) and σS
er(A) ⊆ σS

r (A),

and hence σS
e (A) ⊆ σS(A).

Proof. It is straightforward from Propositions 3.18 and 7.10. ◽

Definition 7.17. Let A ∈B(VR
H) and k ∈Z \ {0}. Define

σS
k (A)= {q ∈H | Rq(A) ∈F(VR

H) and ind(Rq(A))= k}.

Also

σS
0 = {q ∈σS(A) | Rq(A) ∈W(VR

H)}.

Proposition 7.18. Let A ∈B(VR
H), and then σS(A)=σS

e (A) ∪
⋃
k∈Z

σS
k (A).

Proof. Clearly the family {σS
k (A)}k∈Z is pair-wise disjoint. Let 0, k ∈Z and q ∈σS

k (A). If k > 0,
then 0 < ind(Rq(A))<∞, and hence 0 < dim(ker(Rq(A)))−dim(ker(Rq(A†)))<∞. Thus, ker(Rq(A)),
{0} and therefore q ∈ σS(A). If k < 0, then dim(ker(Rq(A)))< dim(ker(Rq(A†))). Hence ker(Rq(A†)),
{0} and therefore Rq(A†) is not invertible. Thus, by Proposition 3.9, Rq(A) is not invertible. That is,
q ∈σS(A). Altogether we get⋃

k∈Z
σS

k (A)= {q ∈σS(A) | Rq(A) ∈F(VR
H)}.

Also, by Proposition 7.16, we haveσS
e (A) ⊆ σS(A) and by Corollary 7.8,σS

e (A)= {q ∈σS(A) | Rq(A) <

F(VR
H)}. Therefore, σS(A)=σS

e (A) ∪
⋃
k∈Z

σS
k (A), clearly with σS

e (A) ∩
⋃
k∈Z

σS
k (A)= ∅. ◽

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have studied the approximate S-point spectrum, Fredholm operators, and essential S-spectrum
of a bounded right linear operator in a right quaternionic Hilbert space VR

H. The left multiplication
defined on VR

H does not play a role in the approximate S-point spectrum and in the Fredholm theory.
However, in getting a unital Calkin algebra, it has appeared and hence played a role in the S-essential
spectrum. Also an interesting characterization to the S-spectrum is given in terms of the Fredholm
operators and its index.

In the complex case, the exact energy spectrum is obtainable and known only for a handful of
Hamiltonians, and for the rest only approximate spectrum is computed numerically. In these approx-
imate theories, the Fredholm operators and the essential spectra are used frequently. Furthermore,
these theories are successfully used in transport operator, integral operator, and differential opera-
tor problems.3,12,15,16,18,8 In the same manner, the theories developed in this note may be useful in
obtaining the approximate S-point spectrum or essential S-spectrum for quaternionic Hamiltonians
and their small norm perturbations. For quaternionic Hamiltonians and potentials, see Refs. 1 and 9
and the references therein.
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